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This paper describes the ADAPT Centre’s sub-
mission to the Adap-MT 2020 AI Translation
Shared Task for English-to-Hindi. The neural
machine translation (NMT) systems that we
built to translate AI domain texts are state-of-
the-art Transformer models. In order to im-
prove the translation quality of our NMT sys-
tems, we made use of both in-domain and out-
of-domain data for training and employed dif-
ferent fine-tuning techniques for adapting our
NMT systems to this task, e.g. mixed fine-
tuning and on-the-fly self-training. For this,
we mined parallel sentence pairs and monolin-
gual sentences from large out-of-domain data,
and the mining process was facilitated through
automatic extraction of terminology from the
in-domain data. This paper outlines the exper-
iments we carried out for this task and reports
the performance of our NMT systems on the
evaluation test set.
1 Introduction
ADAPT Centre participated in the Adap-MT 2020
Translation Shared Task1 of the 17th Interna-
tional Conference on Natural Language Processing
(ICON 2020).2 This task aims at evaluating ma-
chine translation (MT) systems on the translation of
documents from two domains (AI and Chemistry)
involving low-resource Indic languages. The task
addresses a number of translation directions, and
we participated in the English-to-Hindi translation
task and focused on translating the AI texts only.
To make the readers familiar with the AI translation
task and to understand the challenges of this task,
we show a couple of sentences from the blind test





(1) Machine learning (ML) is a branch of AI
that allows chatbots to identify patterns in
human language and learn from past
conversations.
(2) Approaches include statistical methods,
computational intelligence, and traditional
symbolic AI.
Table 1: Sentences from the AI blind test set.
Our MT systems are Transformer models
(Vaswani et al., 2017) which were trained using
the Marian-NMT toolkit.3 In this work, we applied
different data augmentation and domain adapta-
tion techniques to train our models, such as using
synthetic data from target-side monolingual data
through the use of back-translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016a; Poncelas et al., 2018), mixed fine-tuning
(Chu et al., 2017) and on-the-fly model adaption
(Chinea-Rı́os et al., 2017). As for the latter two
approaches, we mined sentences and sentence pairs
from large out-of-domain monolingual and parallel
corpora, respectively, based on domain terms ap-
pearing in the in-domain data. Note that the terms
were extracted automatically from the in-domain
data.
This remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents our approaches. We de-
scribe the resources we utilized for training in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 presents the results obtained, and
Section 5 concludes our work with avenues for
future work.
2 Our Approaches
2.1 Training Data Augmentation
The use of unlabeled monolingual data in addition
to limited bitexts for NMT training (Sennrich et al.,
3https://github.com/marian-nmt/marian
2016a; Zhang and Zong, 2016; Burlot and Yvon,
2018; Poncelas et al., 2018; Caswell et al., 2019) is
nowadays a common practice in MT development
(Barrault et al., 2020). This has even more impact
when applied to the specialised domains and many
language pairs, for which obtaining parallel data is
a challenge.
In this task, in order to improve our base-
line English-to-Hindi Transformer model, we aug-
mented our training data with target-original syn-
thetic data. As in Caswell et al. (2019), in order
to let the NMT model know that the given source
is synthetic, we tag the source sentences of the
synthetic data with the extra tokens. Iterative gen-
eration and training on synthetic data can yield in-
creasingly better NMT systems, especially in low-
resource scenarios (Hoang et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2019). Since our baseline target-to-source (Hindi-
to-English) MT system is already good in quality,
it was used to translate the Hindi monolingual data.
2.2 Mixed Fine-Tuning
As for adapting our baseline MT model to the
AI domain, we implemented mixed fine-tuning
of model parameters, where fine-tuning is con-
ducted on the training data that consists of both
in-domain and out-of-domain data as described
in Chu et al. (2017). The shared task organisers
released parallel training data of the AI domain
with a limited number of in-domain examples (only
4,872 sentence pairs). The in-domain data was aug-
mented by oversampling the AI training set several
times, and an almost similar sized out-of-domain
data set is mined from the parallel (out-of-domain)
training corpus on which our baseline NMT sys-
tem was trained. This strategy worked well for
us when we translated business scene dialogue
(Jooste et al., 2020) in the WAT 20204 (Nakazawa
et al., 2020) document-level translation task. How-
ever, the adaptation method presented in this paper
slightly differs from the conventional mixed fine-
tuning (Chu et al., 2017; Jooste et al., 2020), and is
described below.
Terms are usually indicators of the nature of a do-
main and play a critical role in domain-specific MT
(Haque et al., 2019, 2020a). Sentences that contain
in-domain terms are likely to be in-domain sen-
tences. However, an ambiguous term could have
more than one potential meaning. As an example
4http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/
WAT2020/index.html
of lexical ambiguity, ‘cold’ has several possible
meanings in the Unified Medical Language System
Metathesaurus (Humphreys et al., 1998) including
‘common cold’, ‘cold sensation’ and ‘cold temper-
ature’ (Stevenson and Guo, 2010). Moreover, a
polysemous term (e.g. ‘cold’) could have many
translation equivalents in a target language. With
this in mind, we mined those training examples
(i.e. sentence pairs) from the large out-of-domain
domain parallel corpus whose source or target sen-
tences contain at least one domain term. As pointed
out earlier, an extracted out-of-domain sentence
that contain a domain term may not represent the
desired domain; however, the training examples
that include such sentences may play a crucial role
in minimising lexical selection errors as far as ter-
minology translation in NMT is concerned (Haque
et al., 2019, 2020a).
To this end, we exploit the approaches of Rayson
and Garside (2000) and Haque et al. (2014, 2018)
in order to automatically identify terms in the in-
domain texts. The idea is to identify those words
which are most indicative (or characteristic) of the
in-domain corpus compared to a reference corpus.
Haque et al. (2014, 2018) used a large corpus which
is generic in nature as a reference corpus. We
adopted their approach and used a large generic
corpus in order to identify terms in the in-domain
source (English) and target (Hindi) corpora. In our
setup, we also used the source and target sides of
the out-of-domain training bitexts on which our
baseline NMT system was trained as the reference
corpora. The intuition is again the same, i.e. to
extract those (terminological) expressions from the
in-domain data that do not occur or rarely occur in
the training data and are more indicative of the in-
domain AI corpus. Given the lists of source and tar-
get terms, we mine sentences independently from
the source and target sides of the out-of-domain
bilingual corpus. As pointed out above, we select
those sentence pairs from the out-of-domain bilin-
gual corpus whose source or target sides contain at
least one domain term. In Nayak et al. (2020b), we
empirically showed that such “pseudo” in-domain
sentences are more effective than those mined us-
ing bilingual cross-entropy difference according
to the in-domain language model (Axelrod et al.,
2011) for NMT model adaptation.
As in Kobus et al. (2017), in order to inform
the NMT model about the domain during training
and decoding, we add a (domain) tag at the begin-
ning of the source sentences of the in-domain data,
which allows us to control the output domain of the
trained system. The NMT system is finally fine-
tuned on the mixture of the in-domain and mined
out-of-domain corpora.
2.3 Mining Sentences for Fine-tuning
Chinea-Rı́os et al. (2017) demonstrated that in the
case of specialised domains where parallel corpora
are scarce, sentences of a large monolingual data
that are more related to the test set sentences to
be translated could be effective for fine-tuning the
original general domain NMT model. They select
those instances from a large monolingual corpus
whose vector-space representation is similar to the
representation of the test set instances. The se-
lected sentences are then automatically translated
by an NMT system built on a general domain data.
Finally, the NMT system is fine-tuned with the re-
sultant synthetic data. The synthetic training data
whose source-side sentences are original could be
more effective for domain adaptation, and the learn-
ing method that uses such training data is called
‘self-training’ (Ueffing et al., 2007). In a similar
line of research, it has also been shown that an
NMT system built on general domain data can be
fine-tuned using just a few sentences (Farajian et al.,
2017; Wuebker et al., 2018; Huck et al., 2019).
We followed Chinea-Rı́os et al. (2017) in order
to mine those sentences from large monolingual
datasets that could be beneficial for fine-tuning the
original NMT model. As in Jooste et al. (2020);
Nayak et al. (2020b); Parthasarathy et al. (2020),
we first identified terms in the AI test set to be
translated, and given the list of extracted terms,
English sentences which were mined from large
monolingual data are similar in style to the AI test
set sentences. To put it another way, we followed
the method described in Section 2.2 in order to ex-
tract sentences form large monolingual corpus. The
monolingual corpus that we used for this purpose
contains 95,918,840 sentences which were sam-
pled from CommonCrawl5 and Wikipedia Dumps.6
The English source sentences that have been mined
were translated into Hindi using the best MT sys-







create synthetic data (i.e. source-side original syn-
thetic corpus (SOSC)) to be used for fine-tuning
the same NMT model.
3 Data Used and Training Setups
For building our baseline models (forward and
backward), we used only the bilingual data pro-
vided by the task organisers. As for Hindi
monolingual sentences for back-translation, we
sampled them from AI4Bharat-IndicNLP Corpus
(Kunchukuttan et al., 2020). The out-of-domain
parallel data is compiled from a variety of existing
sources, e.g. OPUS7 (Tiedemann, 2012), and after
applying standard cleaning procedures including
applying a language identifier8 we are left with just
over 1.1 million parallel sentence pairs. Table 2
presents the corpus statistics. The development set
In-domain sentences words (EN) words (HI)
Train 4,872 77,301 82,815
Development 400 7,031 7,064
Out-of-domain 1,102,511 22.4M 23.4M
Hindi Monolingual
Setup 1 1M 18.8M
Setup 2 7.82M 142.9M
Table 2: The Corpus statistics.
(cf. Table 2) of the AI English-to-Hindi transla-
tion task consists only of 400 sentence pairs. For
experimentation, we considered its first 200 sen-
tence pairs as development set and the remainder
as the evaluation test set. We used two different
sized monolingual datasets for our back-translation
experiments (cf. last rows of Table 2).
As pointed out earlier, our NMT systems are
Transformer models. The tokens of the training,
evaluation and validation sets are segmented into
sub-word units using Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE)
(Sennrich et al., 2016b), and BPE is applied indi-
vidually on the source and target languages. From
our experiences (Jooste et al., 2020; Haque et al.,
2020b; Nayak et al., 2020b,a; Parthasarathy et al.,
2020) in the participation in the recent shared
translation tasks (Barrault et al., 2020; Mayhew
et al., 2020; Nakazawa et al., 2020) involving low-
resource language pairs and domains, we found
that the following configuration usually leads to
the best results in our low-resource translation set-
tings: (i) the BPE vocabulary size: 6,000, (ii) the
sizes of the encoder and decoder layers: 4 and 6,
7http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/
8https://pypi.org/project/pycld2/
respectively, and (iii) learning-rate: 0.0003. As
for the remaining hyperparameters, we followed
the recommended best setup from Vaswani et al.
(2017). The early stopping criterion is based on
cross-entropy; however, the final NMT system is
selected as per the highest BLEU score on the vali-
dation set. The beam size for search is set to 6. We
make our final NMT model with ensembles of 8
models that are sampled from the training run.
4 Experiments and Results
This section presents the performance of our MT
systems in terms of the automatic evaluation met-
ric BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). Additionally,
we performed statistical significance tests using
bootstrap resampling methods (Koehn, 2004). We
obtained the BLEU scores of our MT systems to
evaluate them on the test set, and the scores are
reported in Table 3. The first row of Table 3 rep-
BLEU
Base 28.97
Base2 (Base + 1M Syn) 30.80
Base3 (Base + 8M Syn) 29.97
Base2 + Mixed FT 42.02
Base3 + Mixed FT 43.03
Base2 + Mixed FT + ST 43.00
Base3 + Mixed FT + ST 43.51
Table 3: The BLEU scores of the English-to-Hindi
NMT systems.
resents our baseline English-to-Hindi MT system.
The Hindi-to-English MT system which has been
used to translate the Hindi monolingual sentences
to English is of good quality (i.e. it produces 28.76
BLEU points on the test set). The BLEU scores
of the MT systems (Base2 and Base3) trained on
training data that consists of both authentic and
synthetic parallel data are shown in the next two
rows of Table 3 (cf. Section 2.1).
Source–target sentence pairs were mined from
out-of-domain training bitexts for mixed fine-
tuning (see Section 2.2). The number of sentence
pairs that have been mined is 167,234. We also
augmented the in-domain parallel corpus via over-
sampling in-domain sentences, and by this, the size
of the in-domain bitexts becomes 97,440. We fi-
nally fine-tuned Base2 and Base3 on the training
data that is a mixture of (augmented) in-domain
and (mined) out-of-domain data. The BLEU scores
of the MT systems (Base2 + Mixed FT and Base3 +
Mixed FT) which are the results of the fine-tuning
process are presented in the fourth and fifth rows
of Table 3. One of our three submission (Run1) is
with Base3 + Mixed FT. We select Base2 + Mixed
FT and Base3 + Mixed FT for further adaptation.
Following the method described in Section 2.3,
we mined English sentences (a total of 27,644 sen-
tences) from a large monolingual corpus (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3) given the list of terms (a total of 356 terms)
appearing in the test set. Then, SOSC was created
by translating these mined English sentences into
Hindi using the respective MT system. Finally, the
best MT systems (Base2 + Mixed FT or Base3 +
Mixed FT) were fine-tuned on the resultant SOSC.
The BLEU scores of the adapted MT systems on
the test set are shown in the last rows of Table 3.
When we compare the original MT systems with
the adapted MT systems, we see that (i) the adapted
version of Base2 + Mixed FT, Base2 + Mixed FT +
ST, produces a 0.98 BLEU point (corresponding to
2.33% relative) improvement over Base2 + Mixed
FT, and (ii) the same of Base3 + Mixed FT, Base3
+ Mixed FT + ST, produces a 0.48 BLEU point
(corresponding to 1.1% relative) improvement over
Base3 + Mixed FT. The former improvement is
statistically significant but the latter is not.
As above, we created the adapted MT systems
for the blind test set which consists of 401 sen-
tences. Our terminology extraction model identi-
fied 1,599 AI terms in the blind test set. We mined
98,009 English sentences from the large monolin-
gual data given the list of terms. We followed the
approach described above for fine-tuning our best
two models (Base2 + Mixed FT and Base3 + Mixed
FT) in order to translate the blind test set sentences.
The BLEU scores of our MT systems on the blind
test set, which the task organisers published, are
shown in Table 4.
MT systems Submissions BLEU
Base2 + Mixed FT Run1 35.78
Base2 + Mixed FT + ST Run2 36.71
Base3 + Mixed FT + ST Run3 39.15
Table 4: The BLEU scores of the MT systems on the
blind test set.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we described our MT systems that
were submitted to the Adap-MT 2020 AI transla-
tion shared task. We presented our results obtained
at the time of development of our MT systems. In
order to adapt our MT systems to translate texts of
AI domains, we subsequently applied two existing
fine-tuning techniques while using a term extrac-
tion model in the translation pipeline for mining
sentences similar to the domain and style of those
of the AI data. We showed that, in the case of lim-
ited in-domain training data, both out-of-domain
data which are selected via term-based mining pro-
tocol and in-domain data are useful for fine-tuning
model parameters, which essentially provides our
best results in this translation task. Furthermore,
making use of synthetic parallel data in training
also greatly increased the performance of our MT
systems. As for the shared task’s system rank-
ings, our three submissions Run3, Run2 and Run1
secured second, third and fourth positions, respec-
tively.
In future, we aim to apply our strategy to other
domains and language pairs.
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